Downright Dangerous
by Jeremy James

There is much talk today of DNA, the basic code which defines in exquisite detail both
the overall structure of an animal or an organism, and – most importantly – how it is
assembled. The popular press dwells only on the overall design and fails to mention
what is probably the most astonishing property of DNA, namely, its ability to build the
body whose design it contains.
One really needs to step back for a moment and reflect on this. DNA is not just a plan,
but a complex set of instructions on how to build the organism specified in the plan.
And it doesn’t stop there. The next property is every more remarkable. The DNA itself
carries out the instructions and builds the organism specified in the plan.

Our schools never teach this
Our schools never teach this. Instead, all three properties are combined into a single
concept which greatly understates the truly extraordinary nature of what DNA is
doing. Our children are told that the “secret” of genetics has been discovered and that
science is now analyzing human DNA and building a massive database that will
contain all there is to know about humanity.
Students graduate from college believing that the science of genetics is now potentially
capable of solving any problem in biology, and that it will be possible one day to build
a complete organism from nothing but a stock of inorganic molecules. This
technocratic vision was given a boost recently when a team of computer scientists in
the UK used an ingenious piece of software, based on Artificial Intelligence, to predict
which way a protein would fold by analyzing its genetic structure. As mathematical
problems go, this is about as hard as it gets. It was definitely a great scientific
achievement, a problem which most scientists believed until recently would never be
solved. But it is still dealing only with the “blueprint” or design aspect of DNA.
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These scientists had worked out how to read the plan and tell in advance what the
protein would do. After all, this is specified somewhere in the plan. But they learned
nothing about the complex series of operations that must be carried out to arrive at
the end result. Neither do they know anything about the way the DNA itself carries out
these operations to build the protein in question.
Proteins are long chains of amino
acids linked together like beads on a
string. But for a protein to do its job in
the cell, it must “fold” – a process of
twisting and bending that transforms
the molecule into a complex threedimensional
structure
that
can
interact with organelles in the cell.

Man’s pride-filled ambition
We mention all of this merely to show that man, in his pride, has always reduced the
miracle of creation – the work of God – to something that he might conceivably be able
to do himself, using the tools of science and his ever-inventive imagination. This is the
dream of Freemasonry, in whose philosophy God is seen as the ‘Great Architect’ of the
universe, but not truly the sovereign Creator of all things, including the universal laws
of physics and chemistry. It is also the dream of Gnosticism and Kabbalah, where man
is portrayed as a “Co-worker” with God, a kind of junior deity without whom God
cannot exercise His perfection.
The pharmaceutical companies are utilising the lie of science, so defined, as a way to
justify their work on human DNA. The universities and colleges are teaching that life
on earth, in all its diversity, is really a library of DNA codes and that, as the highest life
form, we are entitled – by virtue of the plan encoded in our DNA – to modify and
possibly improve upon those codes.

The four combined stages
By grossly distorting what DNA really is they avoid being held accountable for the great
harm they are doing when they change it. They don’t understand the purpose of each
design (which is not even contained in the “plan”), and have no idea how the DNA is
encoded with the steps to manufacture and assemble each element in the plan or how
it actually carries out each of these steps.
We can visualize the problem like this: To build a car we need (i) a plan, (ii) all of the
necessary component parts, and (iii) a properly equipped factory to carry out the work,
and (iv) a team of workers to assemble the car who possess the skills and know-how to
select the right components and put them together in the right sequence. Here we have
4 distinct stages. But DNA is more than just stage (i) – it is all four stages combined!
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DNA is not just a plan – though this, of itself, is quite incredible – but a fully equipped
factory, a team of skilled workers, and a tool shop for making and ordering in
component parts.

What gene-based vaccines might do
When a vaccine has been developed using genetic technology it has the potential to
modify our DNA, RNA or both. If it alters our DNA, it affects all 4 stages described
above, not just the “plan.” And if it alters our RNA, it affects at least two of these stages.
In our last paper (#256) we quoted a statement made on live television by Dr Sucharit
Bhakdi, a world-renowned expert in the field of immunology and microbiology. When
asked to comment on the safety of the Covid vaccines he replied, “They are downright
dangerous.”
As we have shown in previous papers, modern science has been used to popularize a
number of theories which are completely false. Evolution, for example, is
mathematical nonsense, but because most people – including students of science –
have only a poor grasp of ‘big numbers’ and what they mean in practice, they believe
that virtually anything is possible if it can be expressed in mathematical terms. They
don’t understand that mathematics, by itself, can prove nothing about reality. What it
can do, however, is allow us to measure aspects of reality and see very precisely how
those aspects fit together. So, when a scientist claims that his mathematical model
“proves” something about the universe, he is either lying or deceiving himself. The
truth of his claim can only be demonstrated experimentally.

The Elite know that people are easy to fool if you can get them to imagine something
that is really really big, or really really small, or really really far away in space, or really
really far away in time. For example, certain stars are “billions of light years away” –
no they aren’t! And they are millions of times bigger than the earth – no they aren’t!
And the universe if 13 billion years old – no it isn’t. And dinosaurs lived 60 million
years ago – no they didn’t!
“Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent
blood: their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity; wasting and
destruction are in their paths.” – Isaiah 59:7
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Big lies make a big impression and they get results – take hold of our imagination – if
they are repeated over and over again. After all, why would anyone say something so
outrageous if it wasn’t true?
The most recent big lie is about something that is really really small. Only the experts
can see it and even they need a very expensive magnification device to do so. This really
really small entity can travel anywhere and kill anyone. It exists in limitless numbers
and covers the entire earth. And it’s really really smart, changing shape from time to
time and becoming even more deadly in the process. The only way to stop it is by using
a vaccine which can potentially affect our DNA. (Really? Really!)

Keep repeating the lie
There is plenty of evidence to support this lie. There always is. And there are plenty of
experts to confirm that this really really small thing is wreaking havoc across the earth.
There always are. So the lie rolls on, growing like a snowball and mopping up more
and more ‘believers’ as it goes. Even strong-willed people with independent minds are
unable to resist the endless onslaught of “evidence” which proves that this really really
small thing is a danger to us all. After a while, the few who still have doubts – and the
courage to voice them – are simply mocked and brushed aside.

Some scientists use their authority as supposed custodians of truth to bewitch the
masses. When it is used in this way, science is the new religion and scientists are the
new clergy. When Cardinal Fauci speaks, his words drift like perfume across the room.
His congregants believe their feeble lives now hinge on their strict obedience to his
inscrutable decrees. Those who disobey die.

Why genetic manipulation is never safe
Scientists insist that genetic manipulation is safe, provided they adhere carefully to the
necessary protocols, but the numbers say otherwise. Let’s see why.
The number below is the hexadecimal key to a bitcoin owned by a woman we will call
Judy.
E9873D79C6D87DC0FB6A5778639889F4453213303DA61F20BD67FC233AA33262
13303DA61F20BD67F87DC0FB6A57786398DA61F20BD67F948673ADF467FEC456
3AA33262ABE35F6798DA61F20BD67F948673ADF3AA33262ABD67F87DC0FBA61F
13303DA61F20BD67F87DC0FB6A57786398DA61F20BD67F948673ADF467FEC456
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No-one in the world knows this number except Judy. She stores it in an electronic
wallet. If she loses the wallet she loses the bitcoin (unless she has a remarkable
memory and can recall the sequence perfectly). No two people in the world have the
same bitcoin key. Now, if someone wanted to steal Judy’s bitcoin, they could do so by
getting hold of her key. But they may have no way of doing so. Instead they could try
guessing what her key might be and then sending it through the bitcoin system. But
this would be futile, even if they used a super-fast computer to generate billions of 256digit hexadecimal numbers. They could struggle for a thousand years and still fail to
get at Judy’s bitcoin.
Our genetic code contains millions of sequences just like Judy’s key. Each key unlocks
a process which uses another key to unlock another process, and so on. If this sounds
unbelievably complicated, it is! There is no way a scientist can tamper with a structure
of this complexity without doing harm.

‘Cut and paste’ is a dangerous game
So what are the genetic scientists really doing? After all, some of their work delivers
interesting results. In practice, they are not actually developing anything new but
simply taking a slice of genetic code from one species and inserting it into another.
They may have to do this thousands of times before they get a viable result. This is
equivalent to stealing thousands of electronic wallets and hoping to find a bitcoin key
in one of them.
In short, genetic scientists are tampering with the natural world and hoping to “find”
something. They use very precise tools to perform functions that are crude and
capricious. The scope for error is enormous and the chance of “finding” something that
fits harmoniously with the rest of creation is zero.
Genetic engineering is a dangerous game. When the same technology is used to
develop vaccines for humans, then, in Dr Bhakdi’s words, the technology is “downright
dangerous.”
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We have gone to some lengths in this paper to show why Dr Bhakdi is right and why
the worldwide use of humans beings as guinea-pigs for experimental gene-based
vaccines is by far the most dangerous thing the political leaders of this world have ever
attempted. The consequences for humanity in the longer-term are potentially
catastrophic.

Mules and hybrids
Domestic livestock breeders are familiar with the infertility that results when two
closely related species interbreed. For example, when a male donkey (jack) mates with
a female horse (dam), the resulting offspring, known as a mule, is – with very rare
exceptions – infertile. This is true regardless of whether the mule is male or female.
Interestingly, the mule itself is often longer-lived that its mother and more intelligent
that its father. Furthermore, it is an efficient draft animal and was much used by
miners, for example, before the advent of the combustion engine.

Mule train hauling water tanks in California in 1903.

When a male horse (stallion) mates with a female donkey (jenny) their offspring is
known as a hinny. Whether male or female, the hinny is also infertile.
Bird breeders are also familiar with hybrids. For example, the goldfinch mule, which
is a cross between a goldfinch and a canary, is highly prized for its beautiful song. And
it too is infertile.
We have here examples of healthy and contented animals that live long and productive
lives but which, due to a slight mismatch between the chromosomes of their two
parents, will not be able to have offspring. You will notice that this mismatch does not
impede or impair the animal in any way. The only discernible problem is one of
infertility.
“For they sleep not, except they have done mischief; and
their sleep is taken away, unless they cause some to fall.”
– Proverbs 4:16
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Human fertility has come under great stress in recent decades. Sperm counts and
sperm motility among young men have fallen dramatically and many women have
difficulty becoming pregnant or carrying a pregnancy successfully to term. It is
generally believed that environmental pollutants are the principal cause of this
decline. Perhaps the most insidious are synthetic chemicals which mimic human
hormones.

This beautiful bird is known
as a Goldfinch Mule. It’s a
cross between a goldfinch
and a canary. These birds
generally enjoy good health
and are quite hardy. There is
one problem though – they
are infertile.

What will happen if, on top of this strain on human fertility, we add another, entirely
new, kind of stress? Vaccines, by definition, are an assault on the body. They work by
provoking our immune system to respond in a mild way to a pathogen and in doing so
produce the antibodies that will enable it to respond effectively to future attacks by the
same pathogen.

Reproductive risk
We introduce an entirely new level of risk – and stress – when we use vaccines that
impact minutely on processes taking place inside our cells. They may trigger genetic
switches which, in themselves, have no adverse effect on our health but which could
make it more difficult to become pregnant. Remember, hybrids are infertile because
healthy genetic material from both parents failed to align correctly. Tiny genetic
differences between the father and the mother can impede the highly sensitive
biochemical processes which take place during fertilization. If the woman’s body
detects the presence of something unusual in the man’s sperm, or in her own ovum as
it interacts with the sperm, it may decide the risk is too great and shut down the
fertilization process.
If this happens a women may never be able to become pregnant. Alternatively
fertilization may occur but the resulting embryo later “fails” one of the many tests that
the womb performs to ensure the health and viability of the unborn child. In short, a
miscarriage occurs.
“The proud have hid a snare for me, and cords; they have spread
a net by the wayside; they have set gins for me. Selah.”
– Psalm 140:5
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There is also a possibility that a child is conceived and brought to birth, but in later life
proves to be infertile (just like the hybrids that we have been discussing). This is pure
speculation on our part, but the fact that we need to consider possibilities of this kind
is itself a sign that gene-based vaccines are a radical departure from normal medicine.
The risk may seem small but if a large proportion of the next generation turn out to be
infertile, we will have destroyed our society – and all because of a virus that poses no
threat whatever to the well-being of humanity.

Sheep and Wolves
The Enemy is working hard to draw as many people as he can into the vaccine trap.
Faith leaders – as they are called – are being conscripted to convince their
congregations that the sceptics are fools and their concerns are exaggerated. Many true
Christians will likely have been shocked by a video released by Amir Tsarfati on 30
December in which he shamelessly endorsed the vaccine agenda. Tsarfati is respected
for his consistent espousal of fundamental Bible truth and his rejection of
Replacement Theology. He has always tried to come across as a moderate, fair-minded
individual with a deep knowledge of God’s Word. However, with this video, he revealed
to Christians around the world that he works for the New World Order:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWPkGh1rzx0&t=1779s

After a slow, methodical ‘demolition’ of all the arguments against the vaccine, in the
course of which he consulted two ‘experts’ whose patronizing opinions were treated as
known scientific axioms, he ended his half hour presentation with these words:
“My hope and prayer is that these conversations that you’ve just heard will
help you to have less fear, and more confidence in the written Word of God
and the promises that He has for us.”
In short, if you trust the Word of God you’ll do as you’re told and take the vaccine. He
claims to have undertaken, in effect, a Biblical examination of the issue and arrived at
the only possible conclusion: God wants us to take the vaccine.
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Anyone who listens to these 33 minutes of shameless propaganda will realize that the
reputation of a valuable asset, namely Tsarfati himself, is being sacrificed for another
purpose. It takes years to train an agent like Tsarfati, someone who can infiltrate the
ranks of true believers and lead them down the road of Christian Zionism (See our
paper #196). Only the best and the brightest get selected for a job like this. Tsarfati has
proven to be one of their most effective performers. So why are they risking his
reputation in this way by getting him to endorse a dangerous pharmaceutical product?
Clearly his superiors believe it is of paramount importance that as many true believers
as possible – a very high proportion – take the vaccine! If Tsarfati’s reputation gets
damaged along the way, so be it.

A war against Christianity
This is a war against Christianity. It has nothing to do with our health and well-being.
Many other ‘faith leaders’, such as Al Mohler, are being brought in to spin similar tales
of make-believe and beguile the unwary. They should be giving sound factual
information about the risks involved, but they are doing the opposite. They should be
drawing attention to the dangers identified by experts like Dr Sucharit Bhakdi, who
has warned that these vaccines are “downright dangerous,” but they choose instead to
mock these people and dismiss their evidence as hysterical pseudo-science.
Why are all these ‘faith leaders’ so keen to get the Evangelicals of America to take the
vaccine? Because true believers are the greatest obstacle standing in the way of the
New World Order. The Enemy wants us removed.
“For among my people are found wicked men: they lay wait, as
he that setteth snares; they set a trap, they catch men.”
– Jeremiah 5:26

________________________
Jeremy James
Ireland
January 4th, 2021
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- SPECIAL REQUEST Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this
website for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always
be available. Papers for each year from 2009 to 2019 may also be
downloaded in a single file, or possibly two, from www.archive.org
(Use search term ‘Jeremy James’).
We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may
be obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a
future mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following email
address:- jeremypauljames@gmail.com.
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